Summer Holiday work - Class 6
English Literature: Read the play "In the Rue Bel Tesora" part-1 and Write the summary in your Eng. Lit. Note book
English Language: Write and learn the given suffix and prefix with the formed word from your book page 139-144 in your
Eng Lang Notebook
Reading: Read the book (Novel) given to you from Library. Make a detailed book report
Maths: Do Multiple choice question given in page 21, 22, 41, 42, 225, 226. Solve these questions in a separate copy.
Hindi: किन्ही दो खेल और किन्ही तीन एक्टर/एक्टरस िे विषय में ललखो। (प्रत्येि िे विषय में
ललखो।) हहन्दी व्य िरण: L-8 pg-46 1-15 पय ायि ची िो य द िरें एांि ि पी में ललखें।

प ांच से छह ि क्यों में

Physics: 1. Do Q/A (G,H part page 44,45) of Lesson - Motion in notebook. (2) Make a model for rolling friction.
Chemistry: 1) Find about the 2 findings of Louis Pastor, Robert boule, Madem Curie
2) Write down the ingredients of
various materials we use in kitchen for cooking 3) Find of the process of extracting wool from sheep
Biology: 1) Find about the causes and preventive measures of disease called cancer in Biology Notebook 2) Make a model
on any one adaptation: Terrestrial adaptation, Aquatic adaptation, Aerial adaptation 3) Write about the modification of
stem in your classwork copy
Geog: Draw the formation of Block mountains, label it and explain in few lines in notebook. Refer Page 24. Also paste
relevant pictures to show these types of mountains
Civics: Draw the three tiers of the Panchayati Raj System in your notebook and explain them in few lines.
German: students will write the Alphabet with sound and example as given in pg 13 of their Textbook (so geht das).and
draw one colourful picture for each letter.
School reopens after summer break on 4th July.
Holiday homework can be downloaded from www.shishyaschool.in/downloads/

